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Comments: As a 25 year resident of CB South and avvid Mountain Biker I fully support the design,

implementation and planning that CBMBA has detailed below.

 

 

Reno Divide Parallel

Thank you for accepting the proposal as is.

 

Upper Cement Creek to Crystal

Upper Cement Creek is becoming more popular by the year. CBMBA relocated the extension at the request of

the Gunnison County Sustainable Tourism and Outdoor Recreation (STOR) committee. We believe the trail from

Upper Cement Creek to Crystal will be well used. Accept CBMBA's proposal for study.

 

Lower Cement to Caves

A no-brainer for a trail that serves the north valley's biggest population center. Thank you for accepting as-is.

 

Bear Creek Reroute

Thank you for accepting this as-is.

 

Walrod Parking Expansion and Enhancement

I am in full support of the expansion of this well used trailhead.

 

 

CBSPOA appreciates the work done by the Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) to further refine the North Valley Trails

Plan (NVTP) but would like to express concerns over two trails being removed from the NEPA scoping process

before the public was given an opportunity to comment. CBSPOA urges the Gunnison Ranger District to include

the Upper Cement Creek to Crystal and Dr. Park Reroute to allow for public comment. These two trails were

vetted and approved by the STOR Committee and then later removed from the plans. The STOR committee is

peopled by ranchers, recreationalists, elected officials and staffs, the NFF, preservationists, environmentalists,

and others. When CBMBA made its trails proposal to STOR, much debate was had. The committee suggested to

CBMBA that a few of the proposed trails be eliminated from consideration because of objections made by several

committee members. In the spirit of collegiality, CBMBA agreed. CBSPOA supports the trails proposal that was

vetted and endorsed by the STOR Committee.

 


